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PIANO LESSONS 
Terms of Service 

Lessons are $85 per hour and $60 per half hour. (Promo rates apply for the first 3-6 

months of lessons, depending on the promotion.) 

Payment is due at the beginning of each 4 week period. Only cash is accepted. 

The first lesson should be scheduled with some flexibility, as it may run a bit later 

than the scheduled time. During this lesson we will be getting to know one another 

and forming a lesson plan together. (We will also be going over these terms.) 

Students are expected to attend all lessons, as there are no refunds*. Missed lessons 

must be accounted for in advance and rescheduled with prior notice. I will do my 

very best to accommodate the rescheduling of lessons.  

 *Cancellations must be made a full week in advance in order to receive a 

refund. Only one  cancellation is adjusted for per 4 week period. I may offer 

exceptions in situations of emergency. 

I come to you! Due to the nature of travel, I ask that you are flexible with lesson 

times. I may be early or late by 5 to 10 minutes. (I will not cut lesson time short 

either way) 

I provide most materials, although I ask that students are prepared with a 

metronome, a pedal (for compatible keyboards), a 1inch 3 ring binder with clear 

sheets for music, and pencils with erasers.  

Both Lesson and Theory (homework) books will be required at the beginning of 

each new level (when the prior books are completed), and are usually $10 or less 

each. You may purchase Lesson/Theory books through me directly, or 

independently from Amazon, music stores, etc.  

I may recommend other supplemental materials (such as flashcards) that you may 

borrow or purchase through me or independently. 

 

I provide your first set of books (one Lesson and one Theory book), free of charge. 

I recommend each student practice daily for a minimum of 30 minutes. A student’s 

success is directly correlated to how much time is spent mindfully practicing the 

piano and studying musical theory (notation, etc.). Students MUST practice! 
 

   Thank you for choosing Piano Private Practice!  


